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1. UNIT DESCRIPTION
Water treatment system and a controller for swimming pools.
Water treatment: The salt water electrolysis produces chlorine from a base of salt water of low salinity. The
electrolysis cell attains a production of sodium hypochlorite (liquid chlorine) from 3g salt per liter. The chlorine
combats and eliminates bacteria, virus, pathogenic agents and oxidizes organic matter present in the water. The
used sodium hypochlorite reconverts into salt after a few hours.

2. UNIT INSTALLATION
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2.1. UNIT ASSEMBLY
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3. ELECTRONIC BOX INTERNAL CONNECTIONS

4. MAIN SCREEN
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5. ELECTROLYSIS

6. MEASURES / Setpoints

6.1. MEASURES – pH calibration
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6.2. MEASURES – Rx calibration
The Rx value advises us of the oxidation/reduction potential and is used to determine the level of water sterilization. The parameters or setpoints are the
minimum/
maximum accepted Rx levels before the titanium cell is connected/disconnected. Adjusting the ideal redoX level (setpoint) is the last step in the system start up
sequence. To find the optimum redoX levels for your pool follow these steps:
1. Connect the pool filtration system (the salt in the pool must be adequately dissolved).
2. Add chlorine to the pool till a level of 1-1,5 ppm is achieved (approx. 1-1,5 gr/m3 of water). pH levels should be between 7,2 - 7,5.
3. After 30 min. test the free chlorine levels in the pool (manual test kit DPD1) if the free chlorine level is between 0,8 - 1,0 ppm.
Look at the Rx screen and memorize this level as the setpoint to CONNECT/DISCONNECT the electrolysis/hydrolysis cell.
4. The next day check free chlorine levels (manual test kit DPD1) and redoX. Raise/lower setpoint if necessary.
5. Remember to check the Rx set-point every 2-3 month and/or if the water parameters change (pH/temperature/conductivity).

6.3. MEASURES – Temperature calibration
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7. FILTRATION – Manual mode

7.1. FILTRATION – Automatic mode

7.2. FILTRATION – Smart mode

7.3. FILTRATION – Filter cleaning
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8. ILLUMINATION

9. PH PUMP RELAY
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10. CONFIGURATION

10.1. WIFI CONFIGURATION
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10.2. WIFI INSTALLATION

11. COVER

12. FLOW SWITCH
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13. VARIABLE SPEED PUMP

14. DESCRIPTION OF MESSAGES ALARMS
P1/P2

Operating cell polarity. The cell changes polarity automatically to clean itself.

Lgt

Lighting is on.

Cov

Cover detector indicates that it is closed. Production will reduce automatically to the value configured in the
electrolysis menu.

F1

Lack of water flow in the installation. Monitor the flow switches and check that the pressure is correct.

Low

Production of the device is not reaching the desired level. This can be due to various factors
- Lack of salt
- Scaled-up cell
- Consumed cell (check the hours counter)
- Low water temperature

AL3

Maximum time exceeded for acid dosing. Check pH readings, calibration and verify that the acid tank is not
empty. To reset the alarm press the 'Back' key.
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